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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the role of PhotoModeler, a photogrammetry

technique, in traffic accident reconstruction. More specifically, important

elements to the reconstructionist such as vehicle crush and accident scene

details are measured with PhotoModeler. The extracted measurements are

utilized further to establish pre-impact speeds and vehicle placement in terms of

the centeriine.

To verify that PhotoModeler is a suitable measurement technique, its

results are compared against NTSHA controlled crash data and a pre-measured

accident scene.

The data are convincing. NTSHA's crash tests are performed at 35 mph

and this study's results came up with 36.88 mph, which is quite good. In the

accident scene diagram, the average measurement deviation was 1.480 inches,

which is aiso a good result.

PhotoModeler is accurate as well as convenient for generating

measurements when appiied to traffic accident reconstruction situations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

General Introduction

This thesis will focus on the role of PhotoModeler, a photogrammetry

technique, in two important facets of traffic accident reconstruction—vehicle

crush and accident scene measurement procurement. By examining the amount

of deformation or crush in a wrecked vehicle, one can approximate its speed

before impact, for speed is proportional to the amount of deformation. It is also

imperative to accurately diagram the accident scene itself, so that the resting

positions of vehicles in terms of a common reference point can be documented

properly. PhotoModeler has many advantages, such as accuracy and

convenience, which can make it superior to other measurement techniques used.

Terminology

Photoorammetrv - The science and art of making measurements from

photographs.

Normal PhotoModeler Proiect - A project using PhotoModeler created with the

intent of making measurements. Requires that camera information be known so

1



that data can be processed to create an accurate 3-D model. Important features

are marked with reference points.

Inverse Camera Project - PhotoModeier's method of developing a project when

camera information is not known. PhotoModeier will "create" a camera for each

unknown photograph. Important features are marked with reference and control

points.

Reference Points - Points marked by the user on one photograph that are

identified as the same physical locations in space on other photographs. They

give the 3-D model shape.

Control Points - A special type of reference point used in Inverse Camera

projects, which allows for the establishment of critical camera information.

These are known X, Y, and Z values. In a vehicle crush project, control points

are placed on the exemplar vehicle and only on the undamaged portions of the

damaged vehicle.

Fiducials - Marks on photographs or on negatives (usually the four corners)

created by a camera insert or by the user which gives PhotoModeier an idea of

camera position at the time of photograph exposure. Designed to counteract the

harmful effects of cropping or rotation that may occur with ordinary photograph

reproduction and/or scanning.



Calibrated Camera - A camera that can accurately be used as a measurement

device. Important camera information such as focal length, principal point, and

format size has been determined.

Focal Lenoth - The length of the lens, or how far the lens is zoomed out.

Princioal Point - Where the principal ray intersects the film plane undefracted;

the dead center of the film plane, denoted by x, y coordinates in PhotoModeler.

Format Size - Refers to the size of film or camera being used. 35 mm is a

common smaller format, whereas professional photographers use larger formats.

Background

In traffic accidents, legai issues arise frequentiy. Many times it is

necessary to determine if laws were broken, especially if a fatality occurred.

Therefore it is imperative to determine exactly who was at fault. Speed can be

considered a factor in almost every accident, for without motion, there would be

very few traffic accidents. Also, another concern is vehicle placement relative to

the centerline. It is essential to approximate the speed and vehicle placement as

accurately as possible to establish fault. Because of the impending legal



implications present, this thesis will examine speed's influence on traffic

accidents (in the form of crush) and vehicle placement through the application of

PhotoModeler.

Traditionally, accident reconstructionists would physically measure crushes

themselves using conventional measuring devices such as tape measures or

rulers. Measurements made by hand are many times quite varied, and the

measurement technique itself may be questionable. When making crush

measurements using conventional methods, it is hard to establish where the

undamaged part of the vehicle would have been on a damaged portion.

Sometimes a reconstructionist is armed with wheelbase and width dimensions to

aid in this approximation, but sometimes it is nothing more than an educated

guess. Therefore, accurate approximations of measurements are in great need.

This thesis will demonstrate that PhotoModeler, a software package from EOS

Systems, Inc., is able, with very suitable accuracy, to generate needed

measurements from photographs alone.

Since photographs are the principal media in PhotoModeler, vital pieces of

evidence (such as crushed vehicles or roadway markings) that would have since

been repaired or destroyed are captured on film. This allows the

reconstructionist to work on a particular case perhaps many years after the

accident took place. In addition, taking photographs at an accident scene in lieu

of making the physical measurements yourself tends to be less time consuming

for the reconstructionist and any police officers trying to restore traffic flow.



Also, revisiting an old accident can be a safer experience for the reconstructionist

if photographs are taken, especially if the scene is a busy highway or

intersection.

Problem Statement

In the area of traffic accident reconstruction, there is a need for a reliable

measurement technique when measuring crush and objects in an accident scene

diagram. The technique must be quite accurate because the results it produces

needs to be upheld in a court of law.

General Approach to the Problem

This thesis will apply controlled crash data (in the form of photographs

and information) generated by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) to PhotoModeler. In these crash tests, vehicles

intentionally collide into a very hard, immovable fixture (with an aluminum

honeycomb attached to mock the existence of another car) at a predetermined

speed of 35 mph. Then, knowing the speed of the vehicle already, NHTSA's

photographs of the crushed vehicle will be processed by PhotoModeler,

measurements will be extracted, and a pre-impact speed will be determined by



using traditional conservation of energy equations. If a result close to 35 mph is

obtained, then the technique is suitable for examining crush.

This thesis will also compare the application of hand measurement

techniques to PhotoModeler's measurement technique when applied to vehicle

placement position in an accident scene. If results are similar, then the

technique is suitable.

Organization Of The Project

This project will contain the following sections:

> Introduction - General Introduction, Terminology, Background, Problem

Statement, General Approach To The Problem, and Organization Of The

Project

> Literature Review - Current Methodologies And Techniques As Discussed In

Literature

> Research Methods - Research Design, Selection Of Sample, Instrument Used,

and Procedures

> Results - Analysis Of Data

> Conclusions and Recommendations



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Sources used to create the Literature Review range from old

Photogrammetry books and texts (circa 1951 and later) to SAE papers presented

in 1999. This chapter is sectioned in the following manner:

❖ History of Photogrammetry

❖ Photogrammetry In Traffic Accident Reconstruction

❖ Photogrammetry With PhotoModeler In Traffic Accident Reconstruction

History of Photogrammetry

Photogrammetry, which is the science and art of making measurements

from photographs, soon got its start after photography was invented, around

1840 (Sharp [1]). Initially, Photogrammetry was used for map making purposes.

Colonel Aime' Laussedat of the French Army Corps was the first engineer to use

photographs for topographical map making. His dedication and hard work in the

subject earned him the title, "Father of Photogrammetry" (Wolf [2]).



Photogrammetry is made possible by a collection of math equations, aptly

named photogrammetric equations. These equations are rather complex; some

are linear while others are nonlinear; some iterations may involve large numbers

of equations with an equal number of unknowns (e.g. 30 equations and 30

unknowns.) In the past, photogrammetrists had to arrive at these solutions by

hand ('), which took a great deal of time and effort, and run the risk of being

saturated with errors. Luckily today, these equations are executed via

computers and software which undoubtedly makes the process a whole lot

easier. The interested reader can find these equations in Appendix A, which

were taken from The Manual of Photoarammetrv. Fourth Edition [3].

Photogrammetry in Traffic Accident Reconstruction

As the first trained users of Photogrammetry measured distances with their

photographically inspired maps, Photogrammetry users of today can apply the

same principles to traffic accident reconstruction.

In the past, photogrammetrists in traffic accident reconstruction who were

armed with photographs, drafting equipment, and calculators could produce

acceptable results, but this method was limited to the accuracy of the geometry

of the photography (Townes and Williamson [4]). However, with the increase in

the development of the personal computer, software programs, and new

techniques, photogrammetry used today in accident reconstruction has become

8



more accurate, convenient, cost effective, and less time consuming (Townes and

Williamson [4]).

Also according to Townes and Williamson [4], there are three commercially

available photogrammetric software packages appropriate for accident

reconstruction:

♦ PhotoWin35

♦ PC Giant

♦ PhotoModeler

All of the above software packages have 3-D capabilities, which are suitable

for crush and skid mark analysis. Skid mark analysis requires only a

photogrammetric program with 2-D capabilities; 2-D analysis of crush will not

yield reliable results.

Rentschler and Uffenkamp [5] maintain that digital photogrammetry is an

advantageous technique at Porsche's Crash Test Facility. With equipment such

as digital cameras, image processing, and photogrammetric algorithms, the

authors are able to measure the amount of deformation for a given crash test

that IS superior in terms of accuracy {+!-1 mm), cost (50% lower), and time

consumption (only if > 50 targets are to be processed) to conventional

measurement techniques. Also, they find this technique quite flexible in terms of

time management. They can crash one vehicle, take the appropriate

photographs, and progress on with the next vehicle. This is cost effective too,

for personnel's time and effort are reduced to a minimum.

9



Photogrammetry With PhotoModeler In Traffic Accident Reconstruction

In the SAE Technical Paper "Factors Affecting the Accuracy of Non-Metric

Analytical 3-D Photogrammetry, Using PhotoModeler", the authors do a superb

job of checking out PhotoModeler's accuracy. According to Switzer and Candriic

[6] there are 57 possible ways to use PhotoModeler. They mixed and matched

several different combinations of cameras, fiducials, scanners, image cropping

techniques, number of control points, and plotted out their corresponding

accuracies. Table 1 summarizes the following:

Table 1. Summary of Varied Factors on Accuracy

CONTROL POINTS Many

IMAGE CROPPING Not Present

LifJBll fflas

•  F. .

I Few

Present

CAMERA Calibrated Not Calibrated

PHOTO IMAGES Kodak Photo CD Scanned

FIDUCIALS Not Present



Given various situations in terms of equipment, time, and money, one can

estimate how accurate the results might be, however; individual results will vary.

Perhaps the "Least Accurate" situation is suitable enough for current needs. Or

perhaps some parameters are simply out of the photogrammetrist's control, such

as a case where a third party presented the photographs and nothing is known

about the camera or where the images were possibly cropped. The results may

not be as accurate, but they certainly are acceptable.

Fenton et al. [7] in the Paper "Using Digital Photogrammetry to Determine

Vehicle Crush and Equivalent Barrier Speed" use PhotoModeler to determine

vehicle crush. With those crush measurement results, they use the software

program EDGRASH to determine EBS (Equivalent Barrier Speed). Included in this

paper is a good discussion of how to go about executing a PhotoModeler project.

Steps included in this portion are scan photographs, input camera characteristics,

process the information, add points to increase model detail, and repeat steps

with exemplar (undamaged) vehicle.

They maintain that PhotoModeler's accuracy is quite acceptable, and their

resuits yielded accuracy within 1/8^'' of an inch (within 1%), but accuracy within

one inch is sufficient for EDGRASH.

Aiso included in this paper is a section dedicated to the dimensions of a

passenger compartment of a Peterbuiit tractor. They explain that the passenger

compartment's dimensions can be measured using PhotoModeler, possibly

11



assisting engineers In a more safety effective design, however; this has little

relevance to the topic at hand. This is quite useful, but I don't know why they

included it in this paper.

Fenton and Kerr [8] maintain that suitable results are achievable with

PhotoModeler by using just one photograph in their analysis of skid marks. As

mentioned earlier, PhotoModeler is capable of analyzing 2-D (skid marks) or 3-D

(vehicle crush) situations. 3-D is more complex and requires more photographs.

The general procedure followed by Fenton and Kerr is to take one "old"

photograph of the accident scene and compare it to several "new" photographs

taken by the reconstructionist. Under normal circumstances, several "old"

photographs are made available to the reconstructionist, but Fenton and Kerr

maintain that all that is needed is one, since this is a 2-D situation. The "new"

photographs must contain vital "landmarks" in the accident scene, such as trees

or light poles, that are visible in the "old" photograph, so control points can be

made. The skid marks themselves are not required to be visible in the "new"

photographs; the situation may be that they aren't visible anyway (since they

sometimes degrade quickly with time.) The paper goes on to tell how tracing of

the skid marks using PhotoModeler assists in the clarity of the diagram.

The purpose of analyzing these photographs is to accurately diagram the

accident scene, not to make an estimate of pre-impact speed. It would have

been nice if a pre-impact speed was determined in this paper, but perhaps that

wasn't the authors' objective. The measurements in this case study were quite

12



accurate; they were well within 1 percent, which is suitable for an EDCRASH

analysis.

13



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODS

Introduction

This chapter will include an explanation of how the research was conducted.

The following sections will be Included:

> Research Design - Description Of Steps Involved In The Research

> Selection of Sample - How Sample Was Selected

> Instrument Used - Description Of Instrument

> Procedures - How Instrument Was Applied To Sample

Research Design

The core of the project will contain two portions:

> Establish that PhotoModeler, coupled with classical motion

equations and vehicle specifications, Is a suitable tool to determine

pre-impact speeds of vehicles.

14



> Establish that PhotoModeler is a suitable tool for accident scene

diagramming.

The procedure that will be used to validate the proposed method is a

direct comparison of its results verses controlled crash data generated by

NHTSA. NHTSA performs crash tests on all new vehicles sold in the United

States, at a predetermined speed of 35 mph, to test the vehicles' safety integrity.

In other words, the pre-impact speed generated by the proposed method should

match or be very close to NHTSA's predetermined speed.

The second portion of the procedure involves comparing an accident

scene measured by hand to the same scene measured by PhotoModeler. The

results should also match or be very close to the pre-measured values. In Table

2, the research design is summarized.

There is one segment of the project that was initiated before the two

above research procedures were carried out. This is calibration of the camera.

Calibrating your camera assures that it is an accurate measurement device.

During this procedure, the internal geometry of the camera is precisely

determined, such as focal length, principal point, and format size. Refer to

Appendix B for the complete camera calibration procedure.

15



Table 2. Summary of Research Design

PERFORMED PRIOR TO ANY RESEARCH

❖ Camera Calibration

CRUSH MEASUREMENT

RESEARCH STEPS

ACCIDENT SCENE

MEASUREMENT RESEARCH

STEPS

❖ Obtain NTSHA Photos

(Damaged Vehicle)
❖ Take measurements of

accident scene

❖ Take pictures (& a few
measurements) of exemplar
vehicle with calibrated camera

❖ Take pictures of accident
scene with calibrated camera

❖ Use PhotoModeler to get
measurements

❖ Use PhotoModeler to get
measurements

❖ Obtain crush coefficients

❖ Use measurements, crush
coefficients, weight, and width
of crush in equations to get
speed

Selection of Sample

Photographs of a 1998 Ford Contour were obtained from NHTSA.

NHTSA's photos were selected because it is known that their tests are conducted

at 35 mph.

Also obtained were photographs of an accident scene which was

measured by hand via measuring tapes.

16



Instrument Used

The primary instrument used is the photogrammetry software package

calied PhotoModeler. It can successfully, with an accurate degree of precision,

measure crush and distances in an accident scene.

To convert PhotoModeler's measurements into a speed, "secondary"

instruments are used. These are equations are taken from Northwestern

University's Traffic Accident Reconstruction Vol. II bv ed. Lynn B. Fricke [9].

Appendix C contains the subsequent equations and appropriate information.

They are as follows:

eJI-
5
5G+-j(Ci+2C2 +2C3 +2C4 +2C5 +Q)+~lc^ +2C|+2C|+2C| + 2C| +c| h-CA +C2C3+C3C4 +C4C5 +C5C6)|l+rOT?5)

which computes the amount of energy dissipated by crush damage, and

EBS = v = ,j2g-
w

which computes the velocity of the vehicle.

Procedures

Table 3 summarizes the steps in applying the instrument to the sample.

In the following pages, this thesis will illustrate, in great detail, how this is done.

17



Table 3. Summary of Procedures

MAJOR STEPS IN APPLYING

PM TO NHTSA PICTURES
MAJOR STEPS IN APPLYING

PM TO ACCIDENT SCENE

Step One

❖ Take pictures of exemplar
(with calibrated camera)

❖ Take pictures of accident
scene (with calibrated camera)

❖ Scan pictures ❖ Scan pictures
❖ Mark points ❖ Mark points
❖ Process ❖ Process

❖ Scale Project ❖ Scale Project
❖ Extract measurements (to

verify model-compare driver's
side measurements to

passenger side)

❖ Extract Measurements

❖ Export model into .dxf format
for control point file

Step Two

❖ Scan NTSHA pictures

❖ Import .dxf control file

❖ Mark control points on
undamaged portions

❖ Process

❖ Mark crushed points (make
sure marked points correspond
to points on undamaged
vehicle)

❖ Process

❖ Establish reference line(s)

❖ Extract measurements

steps

❖ Take measurements, crush
coefficients, weight, and width
of crush and use in eguations
to get speed before impact

18



Crush Measurement Project—Step One

In the Crush Measurement Project, a preliminary publication entitled

"PhotoModeler Crush Measurement White Paper" by Steve Flach [10] was

consistently used as a source of referral, notably when crushed photos were

incorporated into the existing exemplar project.

Groundwork for the Project

The first step in the crush measurement project is to determine the year,

make and model of the vehicle you are investigating. Next, an exemplar or

undamaged vehicle of the same type must be located, typically at a local

dealership. Then several pictures must be taken of the exemplar with the

calibrated camera from a variety of angles. The pictures must have good

overlap; it is recommended that a single point should reside in three (3)

photographs, but no less than two (2). The camera positions usualiy are at the

four (4) sides and the four (4) corners of the vehicle. See Figure 1 for

suggested camera angles.

19
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Figure 1. Suggested Camera Angles

If the area of damage to the crushed vehicle is known (e.g. the front), it is

a good idea to take some extra pictures of this area (even close-ups) on the

exemplar vehicle. This will help later in the analysis. It is also a good idea to

take as many pictures of the exemplar as possible, and throw out the ones that

are not wanted. A recommended technique is to use one entire roll of film

(about 24 exposures) on the exemplar. Bright sun spots and shadows are a

common malefactor of photogrammetrists' work, therefore; pictures should be

shot in the shade or in overcast conditions to achieve maximum results, if at all

possible.

20



Before this session is completed, a few measurements need to be taken

by hand with a tape measure and written down. A small diagram of the object

(perhaps a door or a window) and its respective measurements should be drawn

on a small tablet. Do not rely on your memory. These measurements allow

PhotoModeler users to scale the project, which is a verv important step later on

in the project. These measurements can consist of any dimension, but it is

recommended that the measurements lie between two distinct points on the

vehicle which can be seen easily on the photographs. After all the pictures are

taken, a one-hour photo shop was located and the film was developed.

Scan Pictures

Before the exemplar pictures are scanned, the best ones must be

selected. Select photos which have both fiducials present, are free of harsh

shadows, and have a good overlap of common points. A Microtek ScanMaker X6

digitized the pictures in this project. The selected pictures were scanned, given

a name, and saved (with a .tif extension) in a directory which could be easily

referred to later. Consequently, each image ended up having a file size of

approximately 6.5 MB.

21



Project Setup

Prior to marking points on the photographs, a PhotoModeler project needs

to be initiated. From the Start Menu (in a Windows operated PC), select

Programs, PhotoModeler, then PhotoModeler 3.1. Then select New Project from

the File Menu. A Project Setup Wizard appears and outlines the information

required for a PhotoModeler Project. Refer to Figure 2 for this information.

■
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A PhotoModetef Project consists at;

1. Setting the approMmate praiect size and reportirH] units.

. 2. Describing the camera parameters.

3. Importing Initial photograph images.

4. Mdfhng and Referencing poii^s.

5. Processing

S. Addmg rrew photos, points, lines, surfaces, etc.

7. Doing your measuremerrts or OKports.

Steps 1,2 and 3 are handled tjy this Setup Wizard

u
a
3

O
V

0.U)

tCahcel Ne4>

Figure 2. Project Setup Wizard
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The next step in the Project Setup Wizard is to input the measurement

units that are used in the project. The units used for this project were inches.

TTien the Wizard prompts for an approximate size of the project being modeled.

The value entered here was 168 inches (or 14 feet.) See Figure 3 for this

information.

Ppd

Figure 3. Measurement Inputs
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The next step in the Wizard is Camera Setup Information. Here the

camera file from the previously calibrated camera is loaded into the software.

PhotoModeler was pointed to the directory (via the Browse button) where the

calibrated camera files and images were located. Either a .pmr (project) or .cam

(camera) file can be selected for camera information. Figure 4 shows the

Camera Setup Wizard.

^hdtoMedeiop Uvtftfed

©hacw ,Help:

d

Camcpo Wizard

An e»sting PhotoModder camera can be loaded fiom a .PMR or
a -CAM We. If you have changed the zoom or olher camera
characteratic. you shouW create a new camera and not bad an
existing one

u
a ;  Enter the rie r>ame of the .PMB or .CAM you wish to

1  .bad this camera frontu
D;\PM JunkVSS Ford Cbntou\Exempl Browse.

o
v

O.V)

Caned <Back Next> adp

Figure 4. Camera Setup Wizard
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After the camera file has been loaded, press the Next button and look at

the camera information. This camera information should be the same

information found in the camera calibration procedure. Figure 5 shows the

camera information dialog.

The next step in Project Setup is adding photographs to the project.

PhotoModeler needs to be pointed to the directory where the exemplar

photos are stored. This is accomplished initially by pressing the "Add

IPrb: ' ■

'Ci'9 , •••JCCt jjcip

3

Ceimepa Hlzard

Cameid Review. !f any of the Wotmation is itTCorreci use the back bUhan now.
or go to the Camera Information Dialog af^ the camera has been created

u
Cdbrated CameraName:

Fooal LengthFooat Lengthau : j40.3l63 mm

Format Size W: 135.0000 rrm H: j23.0(KKl mm

o PnncipalPointX: jl 5.5736 mm Y: 18.2699 mm

(mages created by 733
this camera are: I ptMcbby p252

D.U)
RducMts: Upper

Lower

0.00mm, 0.00mm

O.OOmrit 16.S)mm

Cancel <8ack NeKt> Help

Figure 5. Camera Information
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Image Button." When the correct images are found, all photographs In that

directory are loaded onto the left-hand portion of the dialog. By holding the

"Shift" key down, multiple images can be loaded simultaneously by clicking on

the desired images with the left mouse button, and then by pressing the double-

arrow key in the center of the window. Adding or removing photographs can be

accomplished at anytime in the project, however; it is suggested initially that

only a few photos are used at a given time, for this helps users to track down

mistakes a lot easier. Figure 6 reveals the "Add/Remove Photographs" dialog.

fhotoModclor ̂ ro; UofNW .SIX

£.Jit ' E^ter^nciiiS -.Herip

3

^49Add/Remove Photographs

rhotoo n d;\...\eMenipiar contour U2 Photos proiea
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'mli«

Add/nemove Imagefsi

There are current^ u
Images in this proiect

'  '' I Cancel [ Help [Chertge directory

QTOS
r »

0  t

Cancel < Back Next > Help

Figure 6. Add/Remove Photographs Dialog
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Once the appropriate Images are added to the project, the Wizard brings

up a final dialog which explains the steps required to complete the project.

Figure 7 shows this screen.

Ph«toMede(cr h-s;

3□ 1^0 □3

Photo Import V/isard

A FtirtoModelef FVojeci corctsts of:
^ 1. Setting the apprcwmale proiect size and reporting units.

Z Desctbing the camefa parameters.
^ Z Importing initial photogiapb images.

4. Marking and Referencing pdnts.
5. Roce^sing.
6l Addng new photos, points, fines, surfaces, etc.
7. Doing your measurements or exports.

u
aV

o Steps 1.2 and 3 have been con^pleted. If you wish to make
changes you can hit the Back brjtton,

A8 the (^jlions configured by this wizard can be changed once
the project has been created.

If you require additional assitance with PhotoModcter try the
Ttainiig Mode {under Help menu) or read the Help Rie.

9 f  =e

■M (/)

Caned < Back

Figure 7. Final Screen on Project Setup Wizard
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Mark and Reference Points

After a few pictures of the exemplar are loaded into the project, various

points should be marked (with the point marking tool) and referenced (with the

referencing tool) to create an accurate 3-D model of the exemplar. When

marking points, it is imperative to mark distinct points, and not fuzzy ones. Do

not guess! It is better to not mark a point than to have points that are grossly

inaccurate. To allow for the most precise placement of points, areas being

marked need to be zoomed in as much as possible with the zoom tool.

It is also wise to be consistent in point marking. For example, if points

are marked on the inside of a driver's side door (as opposed to marking them on

the outside of the door), it is best to mark points using the same convention on

the opposite side. This will keep your 3-D model as accurate as possible.

As stated previously, it is a good practice work with only a few pictures in

the project at a time. Tracing errors is much easier this way. Typically, the

procedure is as follows:

> Mark and reference points on a few photos onlv.

> Process the project. If processing is successful, save the project.

> Add a few more photos to the project. Mark and reference more

points.

> Process the project again. If processing is not successful, then it is
i

I

known that something went amiss since the last time the project was
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saved. Investigate to find the errors. If processing is successful,

proceed until the 3-D model of the vehicle is completely finished.

Before marking points on the vehicle, decide on what portion to work on

first. If it is desired to work on the front of the vehicle, open the pictures that

have the front clearly visible. Zoom in on one photo with distinct points and

begin marking (the point marking tool is the V shaped button on the toolbar.)

Figure 8 shows marked points on Photo 2.

j PhotoModelep Pro: exatnple_verl.pmr

Elle Edit ftarking fiefei-encing Erojeet ^sploy Jjilndow tfelp

: F % gphotoz jd
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i!|«

4^

IZS B1 wrmm

W Points

r? Poiitlds

P Tags

R Fiducials

P Lines

I? Sufaces

R SufaceDtaw

R Cidfutefs

Q:

Figure 8. Marked Points on Photo 2
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Now it IS important to reference the marked points in Photo 2 to Photos 3

and 6. PhotoModeler needs to know that points in different photos are actually

the same points in space. The reference tool accomplishes this. Notice that in

the upper right hand portion of the screen that there is a dialog that displays

"Photo X." This is the reference photo, or the photo which has the points that

are to be referenced to other photos. Photo 2 is the reference photo here and

referencing can begin.

Point 1 on Photo 2 needs to be referenced to Photo 3, so first the area

near the right headlight is zoomed on Photo 3. Then the reference tool button

(located next to the reference photo dialog) is clicked and activated. Point 1 on

Photo 2 IS clicked which indicates that this is the point being referenced (note

that the Point ID tag turns red.) The cursor is then moved over to Photo 3, and

the referencing tool cursor appears, which looks like a double x. Accurately

place the referencing tool on the appropriate point in Photo 3. Now Point 1 is

referenced across Photos 2 and 3.

Repeat the same procedure for Photo 6. Have Photo 2 as the reference

photo and mark the appropriate point on Photo 6. Repeat until all points are

referenced across all photos. If it is desired to reference multiple points at a

time, simply hold down the shift key and click on many points in the reference

photo. PhotoModeler will allow the user to mark these points one at a time in

other photos. See Figure 9 for referencing information.
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Figure 9. Referencing Points Across Photos

Before processing is performed, the fiducials (upper and lower) need to be

marked on all photos. All photos taken with the calibrated camera used in this

project have fiducials on the photos, which can be seen in the upper and lower

left-hand corners. First zoom on the fiducial symbol on any photo. Then fiducial

tool (which looks like a target on the toolbar) is clicked and activated. A dialog

appears, which tells the user to mark the upper or lower fiducial. Mark the

fiducial in the center of the target as precisely as possible. Repeat this

procedure until both fiducials are marked in all photos. See Figure 10 for fiducial

marking information.
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Process

After several more points have been marked and referenced across the

photos, processing can proceed. This Is accomplished by clicking on the Project

menu, and selecting Process. Or an alternate method is to press the Process

button (which looks like running stick figure) on the toolbar. Automatically the

Audit Summary Dialog appears. This device allows the user to ascertain the

state of the project. If the Details button Is clicked, then further Information Is

available. Figure 11 shows an example screen of this.
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Figure 11. Audit Summary and Audit Details

Now the Process button on the Audit Summary dialog can be activated.

The Processing Steps dialog appears, which gives the user various options to the

processing actions desired. This dialog is shown in Figure 12.

The Proceed button is clicked and processing begins. At this point in time,

PhotoModeler is solving various photogrammetric equations and creating a 3-D

model of the exemplar vehicle. An error log and a successful processing window

appear. Figure 13 shows that the processing completed successfully.
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Figure 13. Error Log and Successful Processing Windows

From this point, it is necessary to import more photos, mark, and

reference more points, and process between sets of photos. Do this until the

entire vehicle has been modeled. Lines (created by using the line tool) between

points can be marked as well, which gives the model some shape. Figure 14

shows a finished model, with the 3-D viewer option activated.
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Figure 14. Completed Exemplar 3-D Model

Sca/e Project

The next step is to scale the project. This is accomplished by giving

PhotoModeler one accurate dimension on the vehicle, that was measured

beforehand. After the project is scaled, PhotoModeler can give the user any

dimension in the project, just as long as that dimension is between two points or

a point and a line. Scaling only works on a project that has processed
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successfully; extracting measurements from an unprocessed or an unsealed

project will not work in PhotoModeler.

First, go to the Project Menu and select Scale/Rotate. When that window

appears, select Scale Only on the left-hand portion of the window. On the right-

hand portion of the window is where a dimension is defined. The measurement

taken in this project was along the bottom edge of the driver's side door, or

between points 26 and 27. That measurement was measured as 43.4251

inches. Notice a defined dimension will appear green on the screen. Figure 15

shows this information.
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Figure 15. Scaling Information
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Extract Measurements

Next, check the accuracy of the 3-D model. This can be accomplished by

comparing dimensions on the driver's side to the passenger side. Select the

Measuring Tool (which looks like a small ruler) on the tool bar. When this tool is

activated, the cursor turns into a small ruler. To measure a dimension, the user

selects one point, holds down the shift key, and then selects either another point

or a line. The Measurement Dialog tells the user the distance between the two

items selected, in the units in which the project was scaled. Figure 16 shows this.
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Figure 16. Measurement Tool
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One important item to consider when comparing dimensions such as these

IS the point-marking technique. If, for instance, the driver's side dimensions

were marked in a different manner than on the passenger's side, then these

dimensions will be quite different. Of course there will be minute variances

when good point marking techniques are applied, but the situation will be much

worse if the user was not consistent from the onset. Table 4 reveals dimensions

between both sides of the vehicle.

Table 4. Comparison of Measurements (in inches)

DIMENSION DRIVER'S SIDE PASSENGER

SIDE

DIFFERENCE

Along bottom

edge of front door

43.425 43.633 .208

Vertical edge of

front door window

20.408 20.474 .066

Along bottom

edge of rear door

26.445 26.315 .130

Small vertical edge

of rear window

10.553 10.408 .145

Rear door handle 4.012 4.066 .054
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Export Mode!

Now that the 3-D model of the exemplar is complete and verified, it is

necessary to export this model into a file with a .dxf format. This allows the user

to establish a good control point file for use in the crushed vehicle model.

Control points are known X, Y, and Z coordinates (determined by PhotoModeier)

and will be placed on the undamaged portions of the crushed vehicle. In other

words, these positions are "locked in"—dimensionally these areas are the same

on both the exemplar and the crushed vehicles. The only difference the two

vehicles is the crushed portion in the front.

To export the model, go to the File Menu, and then select Export Model.

The Export Model window appears. Make sure that 3-D Points, Lines, and Point

ID Tags are checked and the other options unchecked. Also make certain that

the file type selected is the .dxf format. Then click OK, give the file a name and

save. Refer to Figure 17 for the correct export information.
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Figure 17. Export Model Into .dxf Format

Crush Measurement Project—Step Two

Scan NHTSA Pictures

In this portion of the project, the pictures of the crushed vehicle (provided

by NTSHA) were digitized. The images were scanned with the Microtek scanner

and saved into a .tif format. The image file size for each image ended up being

about 20 MB (!). Interested readers can view these images in Appendix D.
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Import NTSHA Pictures

Now that the crushed photos have been scanned, the project can

proceed. First, the project which contains the model of the exemplar vehicle was

opened. Then the pictures of the crushed vehicle were opened as well. There

are two sets of photos in this one project, taken with different cameras.

PhotoModeler has the ability to have multiple cameras in one project.

Since we have no information about the camera that took the NTSHA

photos, an Inverse Camera project must be executed. It is very important that

the Inverse Camera Feature is activated on the NTSHA photos. This is achieved

by depressing the Open Photos button on the toolbar. Click on the double

arrows to reveal the Photo Properties button, and click on it. Figure 18 reveals

the Photo Properties Dialog.

Photos 9,10, and 11 are the NTSHA photos, and they have the focal

length, principal point and formal aspects boxes checked. Each photo also needs

a camera name. This is done by creating a new camera in the Project Camera

Dialog, which is accessed by clicking on the Cameras button in the upper right-

hand portion of the Photograph Properties Dialog. In the Project Camera Dialog,

the user has the ability to enter information about the camera that took the

photo. In this project, the photos were given an arbitrary name, the image size

was set, no fiducials option was selected, and the inverse camera box was

checked. Figures 19 and 20 show the appropriate screens.
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Figure 20. Camera Information Dialog

After the cameras have been named, PhotoModeler will summon a

warning, which alerts the user that the same camera name (crushed camera)

and Its corresponding Information can not be applied to the other Inverse

Camera photos. PhotoModeler creates a new camera file for each Inverse

Camera Photo and gives It a slightly different name. PhotoModeler's Inverse

Camera Feature solves Important camera information for each photo basically

from scratch -none of this Information can be forced to be Identical If Inverse

Camera Is really supposed to work; hence, the Individual camera files.

PhotoModeler has to operate on the premise that the Information could be
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radically different. Consequently, each photo's camera information usually is

only slightly different.

Import. dxf Control File

After the Inverse Camera information has been established, the Control

Point file needs to be imported. This is accomplished by depressing the Control

Point button (a triangle) on the toolbar. Then the Control Point dialog appears.

Now select the Import button to get the Control Import dialog. Here the user

defines the importing type (.dxf), units( inches), and file location. Most

imoortantlv. the user needs to make certain that the "Do Not Adjust" box is

checked, or the project will not work. This allows the Control Points to be

"locked in" on the undamaged portions.

Aiso in this diaiog is a caution that photos may need to be reoriented on

previously oriented photos. This is the case in this project. Photos 1-8

(exemplar photos) have already been oriented earlier in the project. Now that

the new crushed photos have been added to the project, it is necessary to

reorient all ohotos so that the exemplar model and the crushed model can

"mesh" together as a single unit. Figure 21 displays this information.
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Figure 21. Control Import Dialog

Mark Control Points

After the appropriate information has been entered to retrieve the control

file. Control Points must be marked. Remember that Control Points are to be

marked on undamaged portions of the crushed vehicle only. Control Points are

very precise locations on the vehicle; their placement needs to be handled with

great care. Erroneous placement on deformed portions of the vehicle, no matter

how slight, will cause great problems for PhotoModeler, and the result may be a
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project that will have great trouble processing or will not process at all. It is the

user's best interest to place these points very carefully in their correct positions.

Begin marking Control Points by using the respective dialog. In this dialog

IS a list of the points which correspond various points on the exemplar vehicle.

For example, Point 16 is the upper left-hand corner of the windshield. It is

imperative to confirm that the Control Point you are placing actually does

correspond to the same spot on the exemplar vehicle. Incorrectly placed Control

Points will make a project fail more than anything will.

Start with one photo and mark Control Points using the Control Point

dialog. Next reference those marks to the corresponding points on the

exemplar. Then reference those same marks across the other crushed photos.

This assures that PhotoModeler understands that the undamaged portion on the

crushed vehicle is the same as the exemplar.

Process

Now that the Control Points are properly marked and referenced across all

photos, processing can begin. Select the Process button from the toolbar. The

Audit dialog appears just as before and the Process button is selected once

more. Select Options from the Processing Steps dialog and be certain to check

the box next to option #1, Orient All Photos. Refer to Figure 22.
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Figure 23. Successfully Processed Control Points On Crushed Photos

After this option Is selected, press Proceed. Figure 23 reveals the corresponding

error dialog and verification that the project did process successfully.

Mark Crushed Points

Now that the Control Points were properly placed and the project has

processed successfully, the next step, which Involves marking points on the

crushed portions of the vehicle, must be performed.
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Before this portion of the project can ensue, a careful study of the

crushed section and its corresponding part on the exemplar must occur. This

thesis IS designed to require six (6) crush measurements across the damaged

portion, and they must be evenly spaced out across the width of the crush.

Points of maximum crush are of particular interest and they must be identified as

well. Each marked crushed point selected for crush measurement analysis must

correspond to a marked point on the exemplar. For example. Point 14, which is

the corner where the right headlight and hood meets on the exemplar,

corresponds to Point 93 on the crushed vehicle. This approach allows for the

extraction of the measurements from the 3-D model, which will be discussed in a

later segment.

Once identical points on the exemplar and crushed vehicles are detected,

marking of the points can begin on the crushed vehicle. These points are

marked like any other points on the vehicle with the Point Marking tool, and they

must be referenced across the other crushed photos as well. Then the project

needs to be processed. Remember to select Reorient All Photos in the

Processing Steps Dialog. Figure 24 verifies successful project processing.
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Figure 24. Successfully Processed Project With Crushed Portions Marked

After successful processing of the project, it is a good idea to activate the

3-D viewer to see the crushed points that were marked. To help the user and

other viewers to distinguish crushed points from exemplar points, it is beneficial

to have the points to be denoted with different colors, instead of both possessing

the default color (white.) In this project, the crushed points are distinguished

with blue points in the 3-D viewer. This is achieved by launching the Object

Properties dialog from the Edit Menu. Then with the all crushed points selected,

create a new material called "crushed" and give it the color blue. Figure 25

shows this screen.
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Establish Reference Linens)

Establishing reference lines In the 3-D viewer is a critical step that must

be performed before the measurements are extracted. Measurements can be

obtained on any photograph once it is processed and scaled, however; accuracy

problems can occur when measurements are made without a common datum

that is visible on multiple photographs, which consequently In this project, is

difficult since two independent sets of photos (exemplar and crushed) are in use.

In other words, making measurements in Photo 10 (a crushed photo) and then
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making the corresponding measurements in an exemplar photo could lead to

errors if the exact same reference line or datum is not used. To counteract this

problem, all measurements were made in the 3-D viewer, which has both sets of

photos incorporated into one 3-D model. PhotoModeler has a feature. Expand

Selection To All Windows, which allows the user to draw a line in the 3-D viewer

between two points that are not visible in any of the photographs in the project,

but remains visible in the 3-D viewer. The user selects two points in the 3-D

viewer from which a good reference line can be erected. A good reference line

has approximately the same height as the crushed points. If there is too much

vertical separation between the crushed points and a single reference line, then

It IS wise to establish two (2) reference lines to maximize accuracy. Then

corresponding exemplar and crushed points can be measured to this common

line of reference and amount of crush can be determined.

To establish a reference line, go to the Edit Menu and select Expand

Selection To All Windows. With this feature activated, the user can, with the

Line Tool, draw a line (in the 3-D viewer) between two points which can be used

for referencing. After the line has been established, it is good to add color to

this reference line to ease in measurement extraction. The reference line in this

project IS yellow, and Figure 26 shows this reference line with the crushed points

in the 3-D viewer.
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Figure 26. Reference Line and Crushed Points in tne 3-D Viewer

Extract Measurements

Now that the reference line and crushed points have been established in

the 3-D viewer, extraction of the measurements can ensue. This is accomplished

by depressing the Measurement Tool button on the toolbar, which looks like a

small ruler. Click on a selected exemplar point (for example, Point 14) in the 3-D

viewer (the Point ID bar at the bottom portion of the screen informs the user

which point is selected.) The point turns red, and the Measurement Tool

Dialog appears. While holding down the Shift key, click on the yellow reference
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line. The Measurement Tool Dialog indicates the distance between the selected

point and line, which is 41.219 inches. Then find Point 14's corresponding

counterpart in blue (Point 93.) The procedure was repeated and a distance of

34.967 inches was found. This means that this portion of the vehicle

experienced 6.252 inches of crush. Figure 27 shows the measurement

procedure and Table 5 shows the collection of data retrieved from this

procedure.
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Figure 27. Measurement of Exemplar and Crushed Points Using Reference Line
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Table 5. Extracted Measurements From 3-D Viewer

Exemplar

PointPoint

Crushed Exemplar To Crushed To

Ref. Line (in Ref. Line (in

inches)

41.219

42.395

53.256

53.691

52.946

42.199

inches)

34.967

32.785

34.549

33.863

32.893

30.879

St

20.053

■j

Crush Measurement Project-Step Three

The remainder of the Crush Measurement Project will use PhotoModeler's

measurements plus other information and tools to determine the speed of the

vehicle prior to impact. To complete this project, the following pieces of

information are required: crush coefficients, weight of the vehicle, and width of

the crush. Tools also required are the Northwestern Equations derived from

Traffic Accident Reconstruction which can be found in Appendix C. Front crush

coefficients used for this project were purchased from Neptune Engineering Inc.

of Clovis, California and can be found in Appendix E. Also, the weight of the

vehicle was found on the crush coefficient page provided by Neptune. Lastly,
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the width of crush was directly derived from the 3-D model used in

PhotoModeler.

Now that all of the missing pieces of the puzzle are found, the

determination of the pre-impact speed of the NTSHA vehicle can be proceed.

Given:

W=60.506 in

G=336.87 lbs

A=354 lb/in
B=186 Ib/in^
Ci=6.252 in

C2=9.610 in

C3= 18.707 in

C4= 19.828 in

€5=20.053 in

€6=11.320 in

9=32.2 ft/sec^
w=3310 lbs

Find: The energy required to crush the vehicle and the vehicle's initial speed.

5
5G+^(Ci +2C2 +2C3 +2C4 +2C5 +C6)+|(cf +2C| + 2C| +2C| + 2C| +c|+CiC2 +C2C3+C3C4 +C4C5 +C5C6)j(l+r®?5)

£ =
60 506

5(33687)+^(6252 +2(9 610)+2(l8 707)+2(l9 828) +2(20053) +11320 )+

186
'^ +(6 252)^ +2(9 610)^ +2(18 707)^ +2(l9082^^ +2(20053)^ +(l 1320)'

6 252 (9 610)+9 610(18 707)+18 707(l9 828)+19 828(20 053)+20 053(l 1 320)

£ = 12 1012[l684 35 + 177(l53 968)+ 3l(2642 3825 + 1235 389)]

£ = 12 1012[l684 35 + 27252 336 +120210 9165]

£ = 1,804,864 96737in-lbs

£ = 150,405 4139//-/fe

(l + W^l)
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EBS =v= /2(32 2X150 ,405 4139 )
\ w V 3310

V = 54.095-^ = 36.88m/>/z
sec

Accident Scene Diagram

Take Pictures

The first step to properly diagramming the accident scene is to take

pictures of the accident scene with the calibrated camera. The same picture

taking methodology which was applied in the crush measurement project applies

here as well. In other words, there should be a good point overlap, many

pictures (throw out the ones you don't need), and most importantly in this case,

good vertical separation between the pictures, if at all possible. Luckily, in this

project, the accident scene was situated just before an interstate overpass and

the pictures did have good vertical separation; the pictures were shot from the

overpass and the adjacent hillsides.
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Scan Pictures

Just as in the crush measurement project, developed photographs were

digitized by means of the Microtek scanner. The photographs were named,

saved with a .tif extension, and placed in a directory which could easily be found

later.

Project Setup

Project Setup in this situation is exactly the same as in the previous

project, with the only exception—the units are reported in feet and the maximum

length is one hundred (100) feet. Camera information and Add/Remove

Photograph Diaiogs are the same too.

Marl< Points

After the appropriate photographs have been imported into the project,

points can be marked. The point marking/referencing technique is exactly the

same as before, with points being marked initially on a few photographs, with

more added later. Additionally, the zoom tool was used for precise point

placement.
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The objects modeled In this project are road markings (marked by a police

officer) of a tractor-trailer. These markings pinpointed the tractor-trailer's

position at the time of the accident. Also marked was a portion of the aluminum

railing for scaling purposes. Figure 28 shows marked points.

Process

Once the points are marked appropriately, processing can follow. This is

the same procedure as the crush measurement project. See Figure 29.
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Figure 28. Marked Points on the Accident Scene Photographs
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Figure 29. Successfully Processed Road Scene Project

Sca/e Project

Since the project processed successfully, scaling can now take place. As

mentioned before, a portion of the railing was measured, and its value

corresponding value was found to be 6.6250 ft. This measurement was entered

into the Scale/Rotate dialog and the project was scaled accordingly. See Figure

30 for this information.
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Figure 30. Scaling of Road Scene Project

Extract Measurements

Once the project is properly scaled, extraction of the measurements can

take place. As executed previously in the crush measurement project,

measurements are obtained via the Measuring Tool by clicking on two points.

Figure 31 shows the Measuring Tool Dialog and Table 6 shows a summary of the

measurements obtained from this project.
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Figure 31. Using Measurement Tool In Road Scene Project

Table 6. Measurements Extracted From Road Scene Project

PhdtolModeier Measurement ||
(in feet)

1&3 11.711

3&5 19.882

5&7 9.085

7&9 21.263
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Crush Measurement Project

Recall that NTSHA photos were measured in this portion of the analysis,

and their crash tests are performed at a predetermined speed. The resulting

speed for the crush measurement project (found in Chapter III) is 36.88 moh.

NTSHA conducts their barrier tests at 35 moh. This is a 5.1% error.

Accident Scene Diagram Project

Also recollect that in this part of the study, PhotoModeier measurements

of an accident scene are compared to hand-retrieved measurements. Tabie 7

summarizes the results for this segment. The average error or difference is

1.480 inches.
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Table 7. Measurement Comparison of PhotoModeler Results vs. Hand Results

PhotoModeler ^ PhbtbM'cwep|||p!: jipab

Points

Examined

1&3 11.711 12.400

Pifrerence

Measti'riilidt''''' ^i'pnchbs)'

8.268

3&5 19.882 20.000 1.416

5&7 9.085 9.200 1.380

7&9 21.263 21.400 1.644

*The discrepancy in this number verses the other numbers is probably due to
poor initial measurement technique. The hand measurement here most likely
should have been close to 11.800 feet. When making these measurements, the
individuals had to endure very heavy traffic conditions, and at times feared for
their safety. Re-measurement of this dimension was considered, but the road
markings had faded beyond recognition. This figure was not computed in the
previous page's average figure.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With a 5.1% error in the crush measurement project and an average error

of 1.480 inches in the accident scene diagram, PhotoModeler is indeed a suitable

measurement tool for the accident reconstructionist, however; there are

limitations to this model.

Limitations of Crush Coefficients

According to Cooper [9], the crush coefficients themselves need to be

restricted in their use. For example, if the crushed area only involves sheet

metal and not the frame of the vehicle, the crush coefficients risk being too high,

and an erroneous pre-impact speed may result.

Cooper also maintains that this model may not be applicable in certain

override or underride situations. The frame of the vehicle sometimes Is not

engaged completely in these cases, which can lead to an inaccurate analysis.

An example of an underride case involves a 1995 Chevrolet Corsica. The vehicle

was modeled with PhotoModeler, and crush measurements were extracted. See

Figure 32 and Table 8 for measurement information.
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Figure 32. Extracting Measurements from Corsica 3-D Model

Table 8. 1995 Chevy Corsica Crush Measurements

Exemplar Crushed Exemplar To Crushed To Dilfference

Point Point Ref. Line (in Ref. Line (in (in inches) !

inches) inches)
93 218 49.724 40.669 liM:;;/ 9.055 i
96 220 58.604 40.229 i ii»ii 18.375
164 219 57.714 39.334 iiU8.370 .J'
165 221 57.641 47.057
86 222 58.468 48.978 9.490
82 226 49.889 36.032 13.851, J
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Then crush coefficients were obtained from Neptune Engineering, and the values

were plugged into the equations. See Appendix F for crush coefficient

information.

Given:

W= 54.280 in

G=399.184 lbs

A=233 Ib/in
B= 68 Ib/in^
Ci= 9.055 in

C2= 18.375 in

C3=18.370 in

€4=10.584 in

C5= 9.490 in
€6=13.857 in

g=32.2 ft/sec^
w=3234 lbs

Find: The energy required to crush the vehicle and the vehicle's initial speed.

5G+—(Q +2C2 +2C3 +2C4 +2C5 +C^)+—lpi +2C2 +2C3 +2C4 +2C5 +C^+QC2 +C2C3+C3C4 +C4C5 +0505] i^+Tai?^

54280

233 / \5(399184)+—(9055+2(l8375)+2(l8370)+2(l0584) +2(9490) +13 857 )+

6

(9 055)^ +2(18 375)^ +2(18 370)^ +2(10 584)^ +2(9490)^ +(l3 857f +

9 055(18 375)+18 375(18 370)+18 370(l0 584)+10584(9490)+9 490(l3 857)

E -10 856[l995 92 +116 5(l36 55) +11 33(2958 67)]

E = 558,278;/i — lbs

£ = 46,523//-/fo

EES = V =
2 (32 2 X46 ,523 )

3234
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V = 30.44^^ = 20.15mph
sec

In this situation, it is not plausible that this vehicle was traveling at a rate

of 21 mph—there is simply too much damage to the vehicle overall for this to be

true. Furthermore, the driver of the Corsica sustained near-fatal injuries, which

certainly is not consistent with a 21-mph crash. Since there was plenty of other

damage to the front, top, and side of this vehicle, the estimate of speed using

the model used in this thesis is not applicable here. Override situations will yield

similar results, and should not be used.

Limitations of PhotoModeler

Recall in Chapter 3 that the exemplar photographs and the crushed

photographs are supposed to have identical corresponding points so that crush

measurements can be made. If a situation exists where the crushed photos do

not have any discernable corresponding points because of extensive damage,

then the model used in this project can not be used here. Corresponding points

must be found—guessing or approximating the points' location will not yield

reliable results.
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Potential Impediments in Road Scene Projects

Many times objects such as trees and road signs are used in the analysis

of road scene projects, however; trees can be cut down, and road signs are

frequently run over and replaced. If at all possible, items that have the potential

of being "absent" or "modified" should have its use limited, especially if the

scene is visited many years later.

Advances in Software and Technology

Since PhotoModeler was introduced in the early 1990's, many versions

have been issued over the years and each version has proved itself more

effective than the previous. PhotoModeler 4.0 (version 3.1 was used in this

project) IS slated to be released later this year, and it reportedly has lots of new

features which makes it more powerful than ever before.

Digital camera technology is also advancing all the time. Currently,

digital cameras simply do not have comparable resolutions to that of film

cameras, and consequently, film cameras are the standard. However, with the

advent of more powerful digital cameras, photogrammetrists can become more

efficient. Since photographs are digitally recorded on disks or other media and

directly input into the computer, film processing and scanning are circumvented

entirely, which results in time saved.
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APPENDIX A

PHOTOGRAMMETRY EQUATIONS

m̂ 31

y-yn=f'

(X - Jr,)+ . (y - F,)+/«33 • (Z - Z.)

CT2i»(x-xJ+«32«(y->;)-H-m;3»(Z-Zj
m31 (X - x,)+»,32. (r -};)+m33. (z - zj

where

X and y are image space coordinates

X and y are the coordinates of the principal
point

/ is the focal length

are terms from the rotational

matrix

[M] =
mil 7721 2 7721 3

77221 77222 77223

^31 77232 7723 3

X, 7,and Z are object space coordinates

Y and2^ are object space coordinates
^  ̂ ^ for the camera's position
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APPENDIX B

CAMERA CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

As stated previously in the text, camera calibration ensures that the

camera can be used as an accurate measurement device. PhotoModeleKs

Camera Calibrator computes important parameters such as principal point, focal

length, and format size. One important item to remember in camera calibration

is that the camera and the scanner are calibrated together. If a different

scanner is used, then calibration needs to be executed again.

Overview

Camera calibration involves the projection of a special grid pattern onto a

flat wall, which is free of textures. This is generally done by slide projector.

PhotoModeler's software package includes this calibration slide. Pictures are

then taken of the slide from eight (8) different positions: upper, middle, lower

and middle vertical on both the left and right sides. Next is the digitization of the

pictures via scanner. After the pictures are scanned, points are marked and the

calibration process begins. If the processing is successful, then the camera is

calibrated and can be used as a measurement device with PhotoModeler.
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Install the Eos Fiducial

Before any pictures of the calibration grid were taken, the Eos Fiducial

was installed into the camera being calibrated. The fiducial is a small, clear piece

of plastic with two special black marks that is glued into the film plane of the

camera. In other words, it will be situated between the lens of the camera and

the film negative; this allows any pictures taken with this camera to have the

special fiducial marks on it. The fiducial itself is attached to the camera with

glue. It IS imperative that the fiducial remains stationary, or the calibration wiil

not be successful. After the fiducial insert was installed, a day or so was allowed

for the glue to dry before the camera calibration procedure was launched.

Prepare for Picture Day

Several preparations were made prior to taking photographs of the

calibration slide. First, a uniform, flat, wall (free of wallpaper) was located. The

wall also needs to be as large as possible; 12 ft by 15 ft were the dimensions of

the wall used in this calibration project. Also obtained was a slide projector

which projected the image onto the wall. The projector used had an adjustment

that allowed the image to become as square as possible; this is very important in

the calibration process. Figure 33 and Table 9 shows the values required and
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obtained, respectively, for squareness verification of the calibration image. A

check of Table 33 reveals that the squareness requirements were indeed fulfilled.

tO

c DControl Points

B

lA - B! < A/40

IC - D! < C/40

Fig. 33. Squareness Verification Equations
Source: EOS Systems, Inc.

Table 9. Squareness Verification Data

A= 69 inches C= 45.625 inches

B= 68.5 inches D= 45.375 inches

1A-B1 < A/40 1 C-D1 < C/40

1  .51 < 69/40 1 .251 <45.625/40

1  .5 1 < 1.725 1  .251 <1.14
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Next, a ladder and a utility light were collected. The ladder was used to

allow the user to take pictures of the upper corners of the calibration slide. The

ladder used in this project was about 4 ft tall. The utility light was used to

counteract the darkness on the left-hand side of the room. To successfully

project the calibration image onto the wall, the room itself needed to be dark;

overhead lights rum the effectiveness or crispness of the image. The light was

used so that the fiducials (located on the left-hand side of the image) could be

seen in the photograph; without the light, the fiducials would be concealed, and

the calibration process could not proceed as planned.

Finally, the user found it useful to counteract the harshness of the

camera's flash by applying a piece of tape to approximately one-half of the

flash's outer surface. Without the tape, it was found that the images became

washed out, which caused the photographs to be of poor quality. After the tape

was applied, the pictures were suitable for use with the camera calibration

program.

Take Pictures

As mentioned previously, eight (8) pictures need to be taken of the

calibration image on the wall. First, the pictures of the left side were taken:

upper left, middle left, middle left vertical, and bottom left. Then the pictures on

the right side were taken in a similar manner. The ladder, light, and flash tape
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were also used accordingly. To be safe, more than eight (8) pictures were taken,

and the best ones were selected at a later time. Lastly, the film was taken to a

one-hour photo-processing lab to acquire the needed photographs. Figure 34

shows some of the various photograph positions used in this calibration project.

CSaimra Califcrotap; CoBfcrated Cofflcra-calibro-fton pcojctT fitir - [Photo: S (1:5) : ; ooicntcd]

IgJ l-ir

P 1^ Q

Photooropfas

Numb^ marked Conbot

Number marked Fiduciab:
W3I be used r caHbraticn:

Number good Phonographs:
Suitable for caibrabon: ues

Open Photo ! Close

i4*ri=

Figure 34. Various Calibration Photos
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Select and Scan the Pictures

After the film was developed, the best pictures were selected for the

calibration project. Pictures selected had the entire image in the photograph,

fiducials present, and were of the needed orientation (upper left, lower right,

etc.) The selected pictures were scanned with a Microteck ScanMaker X6, a

flatbed office scanner that also has the ability to scan negatives. The

photographs were digitized by the scanner into a .tif (tagged image file) format

which IS the most suitable format for photogrammetry purposes. The images

were given a name, saved, and put into a directory which could be found later by

PhotoModeler's Camera Calibrator.

Start the Calibration Project

For a Windows operated PC, go to Start, Programs, PhotoModeler, and

Camera Calibrator 3.1. Once the Camera Calibrator is open, go to File and New

Camera Calibration. A Wizard appears on the screen. The Wizard outlines the

steps needed in the camera calibration project; refer to Figure 35 for this

information.
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IfjSc" .£ui'
Cdiibrator'^UivlfftftdPreiJect . liiga

&

Calibrator Project Wixerd

A Ca&ialion Proiect consists of the foBowing steps:

1. Set up a cam^a with apprcwimate paiameters.

2 Import the calb»ation images.

3. Mari^ the four control pohts (and any fidudak) on all the images.

4. Define scale.

5. Process the prciiect (as eithef two stages separ^e^ or combined)

6. Save the ptojed and/or camera for use with PhotoModeler.

U
a

O
0 Steps 1 and 2 are handled 1^ this Setup wizard

i  iio*PCancel Next

Figure 35. Camera Calibrator Wizard

Next the camera information, such as camera name (Calibrated Pentax),

type of camera (35 mm), focal length (38 mm), and image resolution size (1787

X 1238 pixels) that was used was entered into the Wizard. Then the images

were loaded in to the program by finding the correct directory.

Mark Points

First, the Fiducials were marked on all eight (8) photographs. Figure 36

indicates marked fiducials.
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^Camero Cdibroter: Calihroted Camero-eaPibro'tion project.ptnr - [Photo: 1 (1:2.5) : : oriented]
fiTl £ila Edit parking tallbpatloo ii^lndow tjalp

e ei&

jiliaifciftiucial poirti;,wade..i..,^»X»^

r^pn
JsjxJ

w/z/^/yz/.

Y/zf ////' Z-
Y///A,'//.•'/

ZZyZZZ'.

ZzZZZ/y
WZZZZy
Zz/ZZ///.-
Wzzm

ZvZ/0Z■Z//ZZZY'

Figure 36. Marked FIduclals

The fiducials were marked with the fiducial marking tool which is located at the

top of the screen on the toolbar. Next, the four(4) control points are marked on

all photos. Notice that each control point (1, 2, 3, and 4) has its own button on

the tool bar at the top of the screen which corresponds to a unique control point

on each image. Figure 37 shows marked control points.
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Camera CofibratBr: CalibrotBd Caraera-ealibratien project.ptnr • [Photo: 1 (1:2.5) : : oriented]

ffff] £H8 £dlt ii^apklr>9 ^llbrotlon Window Help I si x|

*&

y/yyl'/"'
'/////y/z/y

yif//////'//

w4<-wy//
'/////////,■
'//////■/'

7//xy//',
WM-'kyMy
kckikyy/-kyyyyAyy

wm.
v^Syy/yky\y//:.'y/y/yy.

y.

y' -• ;

'kyk'////k
zm0k^.

Figure 37. Marked Control Points

Scale the Calibration Project

The Camera Calibrator requires that a distance on the projected image be

known. This required distance is the diagonal between control points number

one and four. A flexible tape measure (similar to the kind used in sewing) was

physicaiiy taped on the wall between control points one and four and the

distance was determined. The Set Scale dialog (retrieved under the Calibration

menu) was brought up and the appropriate distance was entered. Note that

control points one and four are highlighted in green. See Figure 38 for this

information.
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m Cdibrdter; ^^lomerd-caiibrdlion projcct-pmr - [Photo: 1 (1 ;2 5) : : oricutvd]
(5J F.i;'.' fidl''" ^j.iorurior. VvinnoK Hii;.. ^xj

pMal m ¥ ei• •

Set the Cdtbpotian Scale

Enta the distance between points 1 aid 4

' Distance: llSEr.jS

3Units of Measure: I irrches

OK. Cancel Help

jJt)

i.

/'/ .

'''/y^z/y^yy/

W0M

mm.
\//y///yyv/_
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Figure 38. Scaling the Calibration Project
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Process the Project

Once all the photographs have been appropriately marked and a scale

distance has been determined, the actual calibration process can proceed.

Under the Calibration menu, select Calibrate. This is usually a time consuming

process, although necessary. If calibration is successful, the Camera Calibrator

will finish with an error dialog. Refer to Figure 39 for this project's error dialog.

fiSMero Calibrdtsr: <^iAoro-£oiibr:3tiftn p^o^ject.(tmr

Q&s m

B.47

3W

Camera Calibrotor

Cauxaticfi completed sticcesdully

OK

Figure 39. Error Dialog for Calibration Project
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Check the Parameters

After the processing has been completed, check to see what the actual

camera parameters are. For example, the Initial focal length entered in this

project was 38 mm (a value retrieved directly from the camera), but after

calibration, the focal length was found to be 40.9076 mm. The Camera

Calibrator certainly does detect variances in these parameters. Notice in Figure

40 that other camera parameters have been solved as well. Now the camera Is a

suitable measurement device with PhotoModeler software.

jCcttflCfa Catibrd'f^r: CdSbrcttecl Coincro-ccliiira+ion project.ptr ^Txi

&

i £ ̂

Comero InfBrmoTOn

Camera Name

Focal Length 140 9076 mm

Formal See W: fS0000 3.0000 nw

PrincipalPoht X; jl52453 Y: | 7 8826
Lens Distortion K1: |-715^«)6 K2: |-2,348EW

PV. |-5 306ED05 P2: |-3 976E.005

ItnegeSise: jn7a * jn/a ~ Se>fromfte
Rducialijipe: lev-, if.JivwIlnVK! "I

Fiducias;

0.00Upper O.OO mrr
Modim

0.00Lower 6.60

CahbralBd: M©S

OK. Caned Help
m

m

r.-'tNaw - 1—

Figure 40. Solved Camera information
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APPENDIX C

EQUATIONS FROM TRAFFIC ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION VOL.11 [9]

eJI
5

5G+|(Ci +2C2 +2C3 +2C4 +2C5 +C6)+|(cf +2Cf +2C| +2C^ + 2C| +c| +C1C2 +C2C3 +C3C4 +C4C5 +C5C6)|l+r®?5)

computes the amount of energy dissipated by the crush damage,

where

E  IS the amount of energy dissipated (in-lbs.)

IS the width of the crushed region (in)

G
IS the energy dissipated before permanent deformation
occurs(ibs.)

A
is the maximum force per inch of damage width which wili not
cause permanent damage (Ib./in)

B  IS the spring stiffness per inch of damage width (Ib/in^)

are the crush measurements obtained by PhotoModeier (in)

Q  IS the angie of the force to the vehicie's surface
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EBS =v = J2g-
w

computes the velocity of the vehicle,

where

V  IS the velocity of the vehicle (ft/sec)

g" IS the gravitation constant (ft/sec^)

^  IS the amount of energy dissipated by the crush (ft-lbs.)

W  IS the weight of the vehicle (lbs.)
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APPENDIX D

NTSHA PHOTOS

jv,

I

I&

'€S-J^— -i'law

V«

Figure 41. NTSHA Photos Used In This Project
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APPENDIX E

CONTOUR CRUSH COEFFICIENTS

Vehicle Crush Stiffness Coefficients Neptune Engineering Inc
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Figure 42. 1998 Ford Contour Crush Coefficients
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APPENDIX F

CORSICA CRUSH COEFFICIENTS

Vehicle Crush Stiffness Coefficients Neptune Engineering, (nc
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Figure 43. 1995 (and 1994) Chevrolet Corsica Crush CoefTlcients
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